Abstract. Let f be a polynomial of degree d with integer coefficients, p any prime, m any positive integer and
Introduction
In many applications in number theory one is faced with the estimation of exponential sums of the type S(f, q) = ), but it can be replaced with a constant depending on d that tends to 1 as d goes to infinity; see (3.3) .
For m ≥ 2 Hua [12] , [13] , [14] showed that if
It is well known that the exponent m(1 − [43] and the authors of this paper [6] , [7] made further improvements in the constant on the right-hand side of (1.4). In [27] Lu established the constant d − 1. Nečaev [31] and Chen [4] obtained the sharp upper bound .) The constant 1 in (1.5) is highly desirable for the estimation of S(f, q) for arbitrary q in view of the multiplication formula (1.1).
Stečkin [43] proved that the constant d 3 in (1.4) can be replaced by an absolute constant, but he did not indicate how large it must be. In this paper we obtain a very small value for this absolute constant. Theorem 1.1. Let f be any polynomial over Z and p any prime with
The theorem is deduced from a local type upper bound on exponential sums given in Theorem 2.1. For polynomials of degree 2, it was already known to Gauss that the best possible constant in (1.6) is √ 2. Nečaev and Topunov [33] determined the best possible constant in (1.6) for polynomials of degree 3 and 4, 1.986 and 2.263 (rounded to three places) respectively; see also Nečaev [31] and [32] . 
if f is not a constant function (mod p) for each prime p|q? The following example, pointed out to us by Igor Shparlinski, shows that it is not enough to merely insist that f be a nonconstant polynomial (mod p) ( 
Currently, the best upper bounds known for a general modulus are [47] . These authors have noted that in order to make any further improvement one must first obtain a nontrivial upper bound for
2 , the interval where Weil's bound is worse than the trivial bound. There appears to be little progress in this direction for a general polynomial but progress has been made for the case of sparse polynomials. Indeed, the most significant nontrivial bound known for small p was already given by Mordell [29] , in the same work where he established (1.2) 
This is actually a slightly refined version of Mordell's result as given by Shparlinski [40] , p. 88. Thus, for instance,
For the case of monomials, several nontrivial upper bounds are available. HeathBrown and Konyagin [11] , sharpening earlier bounds of Konyagin and Shparlinski [19] , Mullen and Shparlinski [30] and Shparlinski [41] , established the following: for p a,
These bounds are sharper than Weil and nontrivial on the interval d [17] and Konyagin and Shparlinski [20] give upper bounds of a much weaker type that are nontrivial for much smaller values of p relative to d. Shparlinski [39] utilized an upper bound of the type (1.10) to establish an affirmative answer to the second question above for the case of monomials. See also Akulinichev [1] , Chen and Pan [5] , Karatsuba [16] , Lachaud [21] , Loxton and Vaughan [24] and Montgomery, Vaughan and Wooley [28] for further discussion of this problem.
Local upper bounds on exponential sums
More precise upper bounds on exponential sums can be given using information about the zeros f . Two such approaches are available, one considering the factorization of f over C and the other considering the factorization of f (mod p). We take up the latter approach here, and talk briefly about the former approach in the closing paragraph of this section.
For any polynomial f with integer coefficients and prime p let ord p (f ) denote the largest power of p dividing all of the coefficients of f . Thus in Z[X] we have
be the set of zeros of the congruence
We call A the set of critical points associated with the sum S(f, p m ). For any α ∈ A let ν = ν α denote its multiplicity as a zero of (2.1). Write
where for any integer α,
Refining earlier work by Chalk [2] and Ding [8] we established in [6] , Theorem 2.1, the following: If p is odd and m ≥ t + 2, or p = 2 and m ≥ t + 3, then
with equality if ν = 1.
(iii) If M is the maximum multiplicity of the set of critical points, then
The inequality in (2.4), first conjectured by Chalk in [2] , was also obtained independently by Loh [22] and Ding [9] . In this paper we refine this result and prove 
Under the hypotheses of the theorem we immediately deduce the inequality
We also offer the following local version of the result of Chen and Nečaev given in (1.5). 
The same result would hold for p > 4d, if we only knew that for such p, ) . Another approach for bounding exponential sums was taken up in the work of Smith [42] , Loxton and Smith [23] and Loxton and Vaughan [24] , with the latter obtaining the bound
where e is the maximum multiplicity of any of the complex zeros of f ,
The results of the former two papers were weaker, but their method may still be of interest because of the connection made between the estimation of S(f, p m ) and the estimation of the number of solutions N (F, p m ) of a polynomial congruence
For instance, when m is even Smith [42] proved
and then applied the following upper bound of Sándor [37] : For any polynomial F over Z with content coprime to p and having nonzero discriminant D, [38] . In particular Stewart [44] showed that if D = 0, then
Inserting this upper bound into (2.7) may, for some f , lead to a sharpening of the constant in (2.6), in the case that e = 1 and d p l/4 . A direct application of the bound on N (F, p m ) in Stewart and Schmidt [38] doesn't appear to lead to any improvement on (2.6). It may be possible, however, to state a new (and more precise) upper bound on S(f, p m ) in terms of information given by the p-adic solution tree of f , following the ideas of Stewart and Schmidt [38] .
Lemmas
The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 require several lemmas. We start with a weaker version of Weil's upper bound that, for our purposes, is more useful.
Lemma 3.1. Let f be a polynomial over Z of degree d. Then for any prime p with
Proof. First we note that the classical upper bound of Weil,
holds for any f and p with d p (f ) ≥ 1 except for the case where d = 2 and p = 2. In the latter case the upper bound in (3.1) is trivial. Suppose now that (d, p) = (2, 2). We claim that in this case we have the stronger upper bound
2 . Then we have the
2 , then we deduce the upper bound in (3.3) from the upper bound of Weil.
For any α ∈ A define
The following recursion relationship is well known and can be found for example in [6] , Proposition 4.1.
Lemma 3.2 (The Recursion Relationship). Suppose that p is an odd prime and m ≥ t + 2, or p = 2 and m ≥ t + 3, or p = 2, t = 0 and m = 2. Then
In [6] , Lemma 3.1, we established the following relations. 
Lemma 3.3. We have
σ ≥ t + 2 if p is odd or ν > 1, t + 1 if p = 2 and ν = 1. (i) σ ≤ ν + 1 + t − τ. (ii) d p (g) ≤ σ − t + ord p (d p (g)) ≤ ν + 1 + ord p (d p (g)), σ ≤ ν + 1 + t − τ. (iii) d p (g 1 ) ≤ σ + τ − t − 1 ≤ ν. (iv) p τ |d p (g). (v)
Proof of Theorem 2.1
The proof is by induction on m. We start by noting that the inequality in part (ii) of the theorem,
where 
where, for each i, n i denotes the number of critical points of multiplicity i. Rewriting the expression, using the bound p m−t > λ d1+1 , and then applying Lemma 3.4 in turn we obtain
We proceed now to the proof of part (i) of the theorem. Suppose first that p is odd and that m ≥ t + 2. If ν ≤ 3, then part (i) follows from (2.3). Thus we may assume ν ≥ 4. In this case the inequality in part (i) is just
, which is stronger than (4.2). Suppose now that m ≥ 3 and that the result is true for all smaller values of m. We consider four cases:
Case i. Suppose first that σ ≥ m. Then we have the trivial upper bound
with the last inequality following from Lemma 3.3 (ii).
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Case ii. Suppose next that σ = m − 1. We start by noting that by the inequality σ ≤ ν + t + 1 − τ of Lemma 3.3 (ii) we have trivially
unless τ = 0 and p > 2 ν+1 , and so we may assume that p > 2
again contradicting our assumptions. Thus we must have ord p (d p ) = 0 and so by (4.3), d p ≤ ν + 1. It follows from (3.5) and the upper bound of Lemma 3.1 that
.
By Lemma 3.3 (ii) we then obtain (4.2).
Case iii.
In particular, we must have τ ≥ 1. Then we have the trivial estimate
with the latter inequality following from Lemma 3.3 (ii). Now, by Lemma 3.
Thus for ν ≥ 2 we have p
and so (4.2) follows from (4.4).
Case iv. Suppose finally that σ ≤ m − 2 − τ . In this case we can apply the induction assumption to the sum S(g α , p m−σ ) and obtain from (3.5) and (4.1) that
. Now from Lemma 3.3 (iv) we have d 2 ≤ ν and thus since m − σ − τ > 0 we obtain
and thus (4.2) follows from Lemma 3.3 (ii) . This completes the proof of the theorem for the case of odd p. Suppose now that p = 2 and that m ≥ t + 3. Again, by (2.3) we may assume that ν ≥ 4. The inequality in (4.2) is trivial if m ≤ 2ν + 2 + t and so we may assume that m ≥ 2ν + 3 + t. By the inequality σ ≤ ν + t + 1 − τ of Lemma 3.3 (ii) it follows that m − σ ≥ τ + 3. Thus we can apply the recursion relationship of Lemma 3.2 and obtain from the induction assumption that
completing the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.2
The proof of Theorem 2.2 follows the same line of argument as the proof of Theorem 2.1. We need only add the following lemma. 
there is a critical point α of multiplicity d 1 , then it is the only critical point and we
d1+1 and that every critical point is of multiplicity less than d 1 . We note that
This can be checked directly for i = 1, 2, 3 and for i ≥ 4 it follows from Lemma 3.4. It follows that
and thus
Letting n i denote the number of critical points of multiplicity i, we obtain 
